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Abstract—This paper develops a framework to compare two 

different link layer protocols used in High Performance 

Computing: Gigabit Ethernet and InfiniBand.  The protocols are 

both modeled in OMNeT++, a public-source, component-based, 

modular and open-architecture simulation environment primarily used 

for the simulation of communication networks, and is the industry 

standard in the scientific community.  Comparable architectures, 

equivalent traffic patterns, and consistent reporting of results are 

discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     There are two  major protocols that are used by the High 

Performance Computing community: Gigabit Ethernet and 

InfiniBand. The TOP500 (11/2009) list of supercomputers in 

the world lists the Interconnect Family Share of Gigabit 

Ethernet as 51.8% and InfiniBand as 36.2% for a total of 88% 

of the top 500 most powerful computer systems. [1]  

     In this paper, we develop a methodology to compare the 

results of public source models of these two protocols.  

A. Ethernet 

     Ethernet was developed in 1976 by Bob Metcalf and David 

Boggs, modifying ALOHANET’s wireless protocol to the 

wired LAN by adding collision detection and avoidance. The 

IEEE is the standards body that specifies Ethernet.  The first 

standard, IEEE 802.3, applied to 10 Mb/s Ethernet and was 

adopted in 1982. The extension of Ethernet to cheap twisted 

pair cable in 1990, IEEE 10BASE-T, caused a massive surge 

in the installation of Ethernet.  

     In the early 1990s increased traffic and advances in silicon 

technology lead to Switched Ethernet, where each station was 

granted the entire 10Mb/s bandwidth allocation. The spanning 

tree algorithm, first published in 1985 and specified in 1990 

within the IEEE 802.1D standard, was used for routing. 

     Increased demand next led to Fast Ethernet, or IEEE 

100BASE-T, which had a speed of 100Mb/s.  

     The third generation, Gigabit Ethernet, was developed to 

compete with the existing backbone networks, ATM and 

FDDI, and for new and emerging bandwidth intensive 

applications. Compared with previous Ethernet standards 

Gigabit Ethernet has removed many limitations, such as 

network size, to provide reliable and high speed services. The 

new Gigabit topology is based on switches that connect 

stations using dedicated full duplex optical links. This 

extended what was previously a LAN technology to the 

metropolitan (MAN) and wide area network (WAN). 

 
 

     The 10 Gigabit Ethernet Standard was published in 2002 in 

IEEE Std 802.3ae-2002.[2] It is not widely used, but that is 

expected to change with time as it becomes more affordable. 

B. InfiniBand 

     The InfiniBand Trade Association was formed in 1999 by 

the convergence of two competing protocol designs, Future 

I/O (FIO) and next generation I/O (NGIO), and is used by 

mainframes and the High Performance Computing (HPC) 

community.  It published an InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) 

specification in 2000.              

     InfiniBand developed a uniform interconnect from 

backplane to fiber, and their links scale from chip to backplane 

to IO card to fiber, eliminating the bottleneck inside the 

computer. IBA defines three link bit rates: 2.5 Gbps, 5Gbps 

and 10 Gbps, which may be aggregated 4X, and 12X. Since 

the 2.5 Gbps rate is usually used, this translates to supported 

rates of 2.5 Gbps, 10 Gbps and 30 Gbps. While IB is a full 

layered protocol, IBA uses three main steps at the link layer to 

provide the applications with QoS:  

• traffic segregation with service levels  

• the use of virtual channels (VCs)-IBA ports can have 

up to 16 VCs 

• the arbitration at output ports, deciding the priority 

between different virtual lanes, according to an 

arbitration table. 

It is to be noted that all traffic is assigned to some virtual lane. 

[3] 

C. OMNeT++ Models 

     OMNeT++ is a public-source, component-based, modular 

and open-architecture simulation environment primarily used 

for the simulation of communication networks. [4] It is the 

standard of the scientific community that develops networking 

models.  OMNeT++ was developed at the Technical 

University of Budapest, Department of Telecommunications 

(BME-HIT) by Andras Vargas. It is free for academic and non 

profit use, under an Academic Public License, based on the 

GNU General Public License, yet it retains the possibility for 

OMNeT++ authors to financially support the development by 

selling commercial licenses.  

     The INET Framework, which contains the Ethernet model 

we are using, is an open-source communication networks 

simulation package for the OMNeT++/OMNEST simulation 

environment. The developer is Andras Vargas, and the 

Ethernet model is credited to David Wu of the The Centre for 

Telecommunications and Information Engineering (CTIE) of 

Monash University in Australia, and Andras Vargas.[5]  The 

INET model software we are using is copyrighted by CTIE, 
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Monash University. It is made available under the terms of the 

GNU Public License Version 2. 

     The InfiniBand model was developed by Mellanox 

Technologies by Eitan Zahavi [6], and is copyrighted to 

Mellanox, and it is made available under the GNU Public 

License (GPL) Version 2 or the OpenIB.org BSD license. It is 

a link layer model, and does not include the upper layers of 

InfiniBand such as RDMA. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

     We run the models on the same distribution of the platform, 

OMNeT 3.3, to avoid platform dependent differences. In 

addition, we control three critical aspects of the systems; the 

architecture, the traffic distributions, and the reporting of 

results, so we can make a fair comparison between the two 

protocols.  

     The INET model has been ported to more recent platforms 

of OMNeT (4.1), and comparisons can also be made between 

the two versions of Ethernet, to verify consistency over 

platforms. Unfortunately, the OMNeT 4.0 version InfiniBand 

model has not been publically released, so the two different 

models cannot be compared on that platform.   

A. Architecture 

     Even though Ethernet and InfiniBand are different 

protocols, they use the same basic building blocks: hosts, 

switches, routers and links. In the architectures we are testing, 

we will be using hosts, switches and links.  We will describe 

the protocol dependent differences in these elements, and then 

present the equivalent architectures that we will compare. 

     OMNeT models protocols using NED files, which contain 

the architecture in modules and can be displayed visually, and 

CC files, which describe how the data is handled. Complex 

modules can contain other modules. 

 

1. Hosts, Switches and Links in the two models 

 

a. Ethernet 

 

 
Fig. 1. The Ethernet Host 

The Ethernet Host contains a client, a server, a Logical Link 

Controller (LLC) and a Medium Access Controller(MAC), as 

is shown in Fig. 1. The client creates traffic, the server 

receives traffic, the LLC deals with flow control issues 

(pause), and the MAC deals with autoconfiguration, backoff,  

and other CSMA/CD issues detailed in IEEE 802.3. Statistics 

are collected at all levels. 

 

The Ethernet switch contains a MAC unit and a relay unit, 

as is shown in Fig. 2.  A typical Ethernet switch contains a 

high speed backplane, which is represented by the relay unit, 

and a locale on card LAN with a CSMA/CD network, which 

forms its own collision domain, which  is represented by the 

MAC unit. 

 
Fig. 2. The Ethernet Switch 

     The data rate of the links is set by setting the value of the 

**.eth[*].mac[*].txtrate, which resides in the initialization files 

(defaults.ini ).  If you set it to zero, the MAC will auto-

configure the data rate. Otherwise, you must set it to a standard 

rate: 10 Mb, 100Mb, Gb, or 10 Gb. If you try to set it to 

something else, such as a number in between, you will receive 

a nonstandard transmission rate error. Autoconfiguration takes 

care of dealing with different capabilities of different devices. 

b. InfiniBand 

 

 
Fig. 3. The InfiniBand Host 

     In InfiniBand, each node is connected to the fabric using a 

channel adapter, either a host channel adaptor (HCA) or a 

target channel adaptor (TGA).  Our node is a host, so we use a 

HCA.  
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     Inside the HCA is an input buffer, an output buffer, a 

virtual lane arbiter, a packet generator and a traffic sink, as is 

shown in Fig. 3.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4. The InfiniBand Switch 

 

    The InfiniBand switch contains an input buffer, an output 

buffer and a virtual lane arbiter, as is shown in Fig. 4.  The 

virtual lane arbiter controls the flow, which makes this network 

lossless. 

    The data rate of the links is set with the speed (2.5, 5.0 or 

10.0 Gbps) and the width (1X, 4X, 8X and 12X). These 

parameters can be found in modules.ini in the source (src) 

directory. 

2.  A Simple Architecture-Four Hosts connected to a 

Switch 

     Several samples of a simple architectures are provided by 

the Ethernet model.  A typical one contains four hosts 

connected to a switch, as is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. The Ethernet version of Four Hosts connected to a 

Switch 

 

This architecture can also be modeled in InfiniBand, by 

modifying the provided example of two hosts connected by a 

switch, as is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig 6. The InfiniBand version of Four Hosts connected to a 

Switch 

3. A Complex Architecture-A Cluster  

      The InfiniBand model provides an example of a cluster, 

which is shown in Fig. 7.  It contains 32 hosts in a fabric built 

with 20 switches, each with 8 ports, in a pattern in 3 levels.  

This example can also be programmed into Ethernet, as is 

shown in Fig. 8, for comparison purposes. It is to be noted that 

this switch fabric is fully subscribed, because there is an output 

for every input. This example is particularly relevant to our 

research question, because we are comparing the protocols for 

high performance computing applications, which often use 

clusters. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. An InfiniBand Cluster with 32 host fabric 

built with 20 switches with 8 ports  in 3 levels. 
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Fig. 8. An Ethernet Cluster with 32 host fabric built with 20 

switches with 8 ports in 3 levels. 

B. Traffic distributions 

      It is necessary to send equivalent traffic distributions over 

the links to make a valid comparison between models.  While 

client-server traffic is likely to have a different profile than 

cluster computing traffic, Gigabit Ethernet is in competition 

with InfiniBand mainly for cluster computing applications, so 

applying the same traffic pattern over both examples is 

realistic. 

     It is to be noted that neither model encodes routing 

information in the header of packets at this level- OMNeT 

attaches such information to the message object as control 

information, which are small value objects. Encapsulation is 

available in the INET framework at higher levels. 

     The Ethernet model has a simple traffic generator traffic in 

the EtherAppCli module, located in the INET package under 

Applications/Ethernet. It allows you to designate the wait time, 

which is the interarrival time between sending requests, the 

length of request packets and response packets, and the 

destination station or address.   

     The wait time is most significant factor in determining the 

load.  It can be designated by a distribution function, such as 

an exponential one, whose units is in seconds. The next packet 

generated is designated by the simulation time plus the wait 

time which is generated by the distribution function.    

     The InfiniBand model has a more complex packet 

generator in the IBGenerator module, located in the InfiniBand 

source code (src) in Gen.cc.  

     The generator supports multiple traffic injection modes.  

The flood mode fills all virtual lanes with at least 2 

outstanding packets.  In the uniform mode, fixed length 

packets are sent in bursts with a delay between packets and 

between bursts (in nanoseconds).  Finally, the mixed length 

mode is similar to the uniform mode, only the packet length is 

given by a distribution. The destination of the InfiniBand 

packet is determined by the destination LID (the local address 

assigned by the fabric manager). 

     The simplest way to generate equivalent traffic is to set the 

destination address and length of the packets to the same value 

in both models, and set the InfiniBand model to the uniform 

mode, with one large single burst and the same distribution of 

delay between packets as the Ethernet model.  

     It is also important to gather information in both models 

using a sufficiently large number of packets.  

C. Reporting of Results 

     Omnetpp uses two types of files to record data: scalars and 

vectors.  The scalar files report accumulated statistics, and the 

vector files follow individual packets as well as recording 

cumulative information. These values are written to their files 

when finish( ) is called. Both models contain parameters that 

can toggle on and off vector reporting, which can consume a 

large amount of space. 

     The Ethernet model writes basic statistics, as is shown in 

Table 1: number of frames sent, received, dropped, etc. in the 

omnetpp.sca file. Below is an example from the omnetpp.sca 

file. Of particular interest is the end-to-end delay in the host 

A’s server, because host A was designated to be the packet 

destination. 
run 1 "switchedLAN" 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.cli"  "packets 
sent"  0 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.cli"  "packets 
rcvd"  0 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.cli"  "end-to-
end delay mean"  0 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.cli"  "end-to-
end delay stddev"  0 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.cli"  "end-to-
end delay min"  0 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.cli"  "end-to-
end delay max"  0 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.srv"  "packets 
sent"  21 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.srv"  "packets 
rcvd"  21 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.srv"  "end-to-
end delay mean"  2.42559999986e-06 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.srv"  "end-to-
end delay stddev"  1.67581169067e-14 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.srv"  "end-to-
end delay min"  2.42559999952e-06 
scalar "switchedLAN.hostA.srv"  "end-to-
end delay max"  2.42560000002e-06 
 

Table 1. Scalar data from a typical Ethernet run. 
 

Additional vector data, as is shown in Table 2, can be 

collected, and stored in the omnetpp.vec file: 
// Output vectors and WATCHes: 
// - framesSent: number of frames sent 
// - framesReceivedOK: number of frames 
received without collision or CRC error 
// - bytesSent: bytes sent, including 
Ethernet frame fields (but excluding 
preamble and SFD) 
// - bytesReceivedOK: total bytes 
received, including Ethernet frame fields 
//   (but excluding preamble and SFD), 
including discarded frames (see also 
//   framesPassedToHL) 
// - droppedIfaceDown: number of frames 
from higher layer dropped 
// - droppedBitError: number of frames 
dropped because of bit errors 
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// - droppedNotForUs: number of frames 
dropped because destination address didn't 
match 
// - framesPassedToHL: number of frames 
actually passed up to higher layer 
// - pauseFramesRcvd: number of PAUSE 
frames received from network 
// - pauseFramesSent: number of PAUSE 
frames sent out 
// - collisions: number of collisions (NOT 
number of collided frames!) sensed 
// - backoffs: number of retransmissions 
// 
// Output scalars (written in the finish() 
function) include the final values of 
// the above variables and throughput. 
 

Table 2. Vector data in Ethernet 

 

     The InfiniBand model also stores cumulative data in the 

omnetpp.sca file. An example of this, as it appears in the file, 

is shown below in Table 3.  
run 1 "FABRIC" 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Time last 
packet consumed:"  0.0049998246 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "FABRIC.H_1.sink 
VL:0 total packets"  19530 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Waiting time 
statistics.samples"  0 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Waiting time 
statistics.mean"  0 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Waiting time 
statistics.stddev"  0 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Waiting time 
statistics.min"  0 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Waiting time 
statistics.max"  0 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Packet Fabric 
Time.samples"  1085 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Packet Fabric 
Time.mean"  1.4402672804e-07 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Packet Fabric 
Time.stddev"  4.94830095747e-10 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Packet Fabric 
Time.min"  1.436e-07 
scalar "FABRIC.H_1.sink"  "Packet Fabric 
Time.max"  1.446e-07 
 

Table 3. Scalar information from a typical InfiniBand run. 
 

     All the scalar data is from the host’s sink, because that is 

the final destination of the packets.  In the above example, host 

H_1 was designated to be the packet destination. 

     The InfiniBand model uses the recordVectors parameter to 

toggle on and off additional data collection.  The vector data 

stored in the omnetpp.vec file is all from the virtual lane 

arbiter, and includes queue depth and the credits in the credit 

based flow control. 

     Latency is an important quantity to compare.  This is found 

from the statistics in the scalar files.  In the Ethernet model it 

can be calculated from the client’s  “end to end” delay.  In the 

InfiniBand model it can be calculated from the “Packet Fabric 

Time”. 

 Throughput, or bandwidth, is another important quantity to 

measure.  It is defined as the window size divided by the round 

trip time.  The throughput will be affected by the encoding 

(InfiniBand’s 8/10 vs. Ethernet’s Manchester) and the 

congestion.  The example switch topolgies are fully 

subscribed, so there is at least one output available for each 

input. Still, delays may still occur for certain traffic profiles, 

when many packets are headed for the same destination, which 

will lower the overall throughput. Since congestion is managed 

differently in Ethernet (using pause) and InfiniBand (using 

virtual lanes), this may make a significant difference between 

the throughput of the different models. 

The INET Framework has an example of how throughput 

can be measured in a wireless system using OMNeTpp, 

compared to a spreadsheet calculation.  The output vector data 

file records the throughput, as is described in Table 2. It also 

can be calculated, since we are using constant packet lengths. 

 The InfiniBand model does not have an explicit calculation 

of throughput.  However, it can be calculated from the packet 

fabric time, since we are using constant packet lengths. 

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

By using the methodology described above, we can compare 

the latency and throughput  for InfiniBand and Ethernet at 

different data rates for different architectures. 

     The next step is to look at the transport and application 

layers.  While there exists OMNeT models for TCP/IP, the 

upper layers for InfiniBand still need to be developed. Since 

Data Center networks do not necessarily use TCP/IP,  it is 

particularly important to develop converged upper layers. 

Modeling converged protocols, such as iWARP and RDMA 

over Ethernet, would represent a significant contribution to the 

field.   
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